IBM Streams Processing
Language: Analyzing Big
Data in motion
The IBM Streams Processing Language (SPL) is the programming
language for IBM InfoSphereA Streams, a platform for analyzing
Big Data in motion. By BBig Data in motion,[ we mean continuous
data streams at high data-transfer rates. InfoSphere Streams
processes such data with both high throughput and short response
times. To meet these performance demands, it deploys each
application on a cluster of commodity servers. SPL abstracts away
the complexity of the distributed system, instead exposing a simple
graph-of-operators view to the user. SPL has several innovations
relative to prior streaming languages. For performance and code
reuse, SPL provides a code-generation interface to C++ and JavaA.
To facilitate writing well-structured and concise applications,
SPL provides higher-order composite operators that modularize
stream sub-graphs. Finally, to enable static checking while exposing
optimization opportunities, SPL provides a strong type system and
user-deﬁned operator models. This paper provides a language
overview, describes the implementation including optimizations
such as fusion, and explains the rationale behind the language
design.

Introduction
This paper provides an overview of the IBM Streams
Processing Language (SPL) [1] for InfoSphere* Streams [2].
Stream processing is a programming paradigm that processes
continuous data streams via a stream graph. A stream is a
sequence of data items, and a continuous stream is (at least
conceptually) an inﬁnite sequence of data items. A stream
graph is a directed graph in which each edge is a stream
and each vertex is an operator instance. Operators are stream
transformers, sources, or sinks. Stream processing is
important because it can analyze large volumes of data
immediately as it is being produced. Continuous data
streams are ubiquitous: they arise in telecommunications,
health care, ﬁnancial trading, and transportation, among other
domains. Timely analysis of such streams can be proﬁtable
(in ﬁnance) and can even save lives (in health care).
Furthermore, often the data volume is so high that it cannot
be stored to disk or sent over slow network links before being
processed. Instead, a streaming application can analyze
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continuous data streams immediately, reducing large-volume
input streams to low-volume output streams for further
storage, communication, or action.
Aside from the above-mentioned motivation from the
application perspective, stream processing is also motivated
by current technology trends. Hardware manufacturers are
increasingly building multi-core chips, and vast clusters of
servers are becoming more common. All this intra-machine
and inter-machine parallelism is difﬁcult to exploit with
conventional programming paradigms that are based on the
von Neumann model with shared state and complex control
ﬂow and synchronization. Much recent work has attempted
to address this difﬁculty. In stream processing, each vertex
of the stream graph can run in parallel on a different core
of a chip or a different server of a cluster, subject only to data
availability. This makes it easier to exploit the nested levels
of hardware parallelism, which is important for handling
massive data streams or performing sophisticated online
analytics.
A streaming language such as SPL makes it easier to write
streaming applications. The alternative is to either create
applications graphically, by editing a visual instead of a
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Figure 1
Streams Processing Language (SPL) program for computing the VWAP (volume-weighted average price) of a stream of stock trades and identifying
bargains in a stream of stock quotes.

textual representation of the stream graph, or to use a
non-streaming programming language with streaming
libraries. Both approaches have drawbacks. First, providing
only a graphical approach restricts expressiveness (i.e.,
some information that can be easily expressed as text is
missing in typical graphical representations) and, in any case,
is usually implemented internally by a streaming intermediate
language [3]. Second, the library approach is typically less
concise and affords fewer opportunities for error checking
and optimization than a dedicated language [4]. In contrast, a
streaming language can offer more expressiveness, error
checking, and performance. The next subsection of the
introduction makes the concept of stream processing concrete
by introducing SPL via an example, and the subsection after
this places SPL in context by reviewing related efforts in
industry and academia.
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The particulars: SPL overview
The central concepts of SPL are streams and operators. An
SPL application corresponds to a stream graph. Operators
without input streams are sources, and have their own thread
of control. Most other operators ﬁre only when there is at
least one data item on one of their input streams. More
speciﬁcally, when an operator ﬁres in SPL, it executes a piece
of code to handle an input data item. An operator ﬁring
consumes one input data item and can submit any number
of data items on output streams. A stream delivers data
items from one operator to another in the order they
were submitted.
Figure 1 shows an example bargain-ﬁnding ﬁnancial
application, with the SPL code on the left and the equivalent
stream graph on the right. The code in the ﬁgure uses bold
font for SPL keywords; we also follow this convention
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for SPL keywords throughout this paper. The graph depicts
each vertex next to the corresponding operator invocation
in the code. All operator invocations have the same
high-level syntax. The syntax is declarative, because it
only describes what each operator does, but not how.
The following discussion explains the invocation of the
Aggregate operator as an example for that syntax. Line 12
in Figure 1 is
streamhPreVwapiPreVwaps ¼ AggregateðTradesÞ
and it creates the PreVwaps stream, with data items of type
PreVwap, by invoking the Aggregate operator on the Trades
stream. VWAP stands for volume-weighted average price,
and the PreVwaps stream carries preliminary information
for calculating the VWAP. This example has one input and
one output stream, but in general, an operator invocation can
have zero or more input and output streams. The following
lines of code are indented, because they conﬁgure the same
operator invocation that started in Line 12. In Line 13,
we have:
window Trades : sliding; deltaðts; 60:0Þ; countð1Þ; partitioned;
and this speciﬁes that this instance of the Aggregate operator
works on sliding windows of size delta(ts, 60.0). A window
stores recent data items from a stream, and a sliding
window retires the oldest data items incrementally as new
data items are added. Identiﬁer Bts[ refers to a timestamp
attribute of stream Trades, and delta(ts, 60.0) creates a
window in which timestamps are at most 60 seconds apart, in
other words, a 1-minute window. The count(1) means that
the window slides by one data item at a time. The
Bpartitioned[ at the end of the window clause means that the
window is maintained separately for each different value of
the partition key, in this case the Bsym[ attribute as speciﬁed
by the BpartitionBy[ parameter in Line 14:
param

partitionBy : sym;

Identiﬁer Bsym[ refers to a string attribute of the Trades
stream, which contains a stock symbol, for example, BIBM.[
In this case, the corresponding data for each stock is
aggregated separately. Partitioning can be used for
optimization, as we shall see later in this paper. Finally,
Line 15 is
output PreVwaps :
priceVol ¼ Sumðprice  volÞ; vol ¼ SumðvolÞ;
and it assigns the attributes of data items on the output
stream. Output attribute BpriceVol[ is the sum, for each data
item in the window, of the price  vol products; and output
attribute Bvol[ is the sum of the input volumes. In this
example, Sum is an operator-speciﬁc intrinsic output
function. For convenience, the Aggregate operator forwards
other attributes that are not explicitly mentioned in the output
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clause unmodiﬁed from input to output, if they appear in
both the incoming and outgoing types.
In general, the operator determines which subset of
the clauses window, param, and output is needed, and
what the parameters in the param clause mean. This design
gives SPL a combination of generality and consistency.
For generality, SPL supports a wide variety of operators,
which can also be user-deﬁned. For consistency, all operator
invocations follow the same basic syntax.
Based on the description so far, we can now understand the
entire graph clause in Lines 7 to 37 of Figure 1. In essence,
this application reads Trades from a TCP (Transmission
Control Protocol) connection, computes preliminary
aggregate information on trades in the PreVwaps stream,
computes the VWAP, joins it with the Quotes stream from
another TCP source, and computes a bargain index as its
output.
At the outermost level, an SPL application consists of a
main composite operatorVin this case, the BargainFinder
operator (Line 1). Aside from the graph clause, a composite
operator can also contain type deﬁnitions (Lines 2–6).
For example, Line 4,
PreVwap ¼ tuplehrstring sym; timestamp ts;
decimal64 priceVol; decimal64 voli;
deﬁnes the PreVwap type as a tuple type with four attributes:
sym, ts, priceVol, and vol. In Figure 1, all tuple types only
contain attributes of primitive types. However, in general, a
tuple attribute in SPL can hold any type, such as a list, a map,
or even another tuple. The hierarchical type system of SPL
allows programmers to select the stream granularity they ﬁnd
most natural.
The bigger picture: Related technologies
There are two main approaches to processing Big Data
(i.e., massive amounts of data): batch processing and stream
processing. The distinction is that in batch processing,
there is a ﬁnite amount of input data, whereas in stream
processing, streams are assumed to be Binﬁnite.[ Batch
processing in its pure form reports results only when all
computation is done, whereas stream processing produces
incremental results as soon as they are ready. This means that
batch processing is associated with different optimization
goals (e.g., it need not optimize for latency of intermediate
results). Furthermore, ﬁniteness affords batch processing the
opportunity to wait until one computation stage is complete
before starting another, enabling it to perform operations
such as globally sorting all intermediate results. Prominent
recent examples of batch processing for Big Data include
MapReduce [5], Dryad [6], and various languages
implemented on top of MapReduce, such as Pig Latin [7]
and Jaql [8]. Hybrids between the extremes of batch and
streaming exist, such as MapReduce Online [9] and
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DBToaster [10]. Batch processing can be emulated by stream
processing, because both paradigms are implemented by
data-ﬂow graphs [11]. The following paragraphs describe the
dominant technologies for stream processing: synchronous
data ﬂow, relational streaming, and complex event
processing.
In the synchronous data ﬂow (SDF) paradigm, each
operator has a ﬁxed rate of output data items per input data
item. In other words, an operator consumes M input data
items and produces N output data items each time the
operator ﬁres, where M and N are ﬁxed and known statically.
Prominent examples for SDF programming languages
include Lustre** [12], Esterel [13], and StreamIt [14]. SDF
has the advantage that the compiler can exploit static data
rates for optimizations: it can pre-compute a repeating
schedule to avoid runtime scheduling overheads, and it can
pre-compute buffer sizes to avoid runtime dynamic allocation
overheads. On the downside, SDF is inﬂexible; in many
applications, data rates are not static but dynamic, for
instance, in time-based windows or data-dependent ﬁltering.
SPL is not an SDF language because it allows dynamic data
rates by default.
Another technology for stream processing is relational
streaming. Relational streaming adopts the relational model
from databases: a relation is a bag (i.e., an unordered
collection with duplicates) of tuples and a tuple consists of
named ﬂat attributes. This enables relational streaming
systems to adopt the relational operators (select, project,
aggregate, join, etc.) from databases, with well-deﬁned
semantics and well-developed optimizations. Prominent
examples of relational streaming systems include
TelegraphCQ [15], the STREAM system underlying CQL
(Continuous Query Language) [16], Aurora [17] and Borealis
[18], StreamInsight [19], and SPADE (Stream Processing
Application Declarative Engine) [20]. SPL supports
relational streaming, because it uses tuples as a central data
type, and provides relational operators in its standard library.
However, SPL is more general than this: tuples can nest,
topologies can be cyclic, the library contains many more
operators, and users can deﬁne their own, fully general,
new operators.
A special case of stream processing is complex event
processing (CEP). CEP terminology refers to data items in
input streams as raw events and to data items in output
streams as composite (or derived) events. A CEP system uses
patterns to inspect sequences of raw events and then
generates a composite event for each match, for example,
when a stock price ﬁrst peaks and then dips below a
threshold. Prominent CEP systems include NiagaraCQ [21],
SASE (Stream-based and Shared Event processing) [22],
Cayuga [23], IBM WebSphere* Operational Decision
Management (WODM) [24], Progress Apama [25], and
TIBCO BusinessEvents [26]. Etzion and Niblett provide an
introduction to CEP [27]. SPL is a streaming language, not a
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CEP language, because it does not primarily focus on
matching patterns over event sequences. However, it is
possible to implement CEP in SPL by wrapping a CEP
matching engine in an operator [28].
Other contemporary streaming systems akin to InfoSphere
Streams include StreamBase [3], S4 [4], and Storm [29].
As mentioned, SPL differentiates InfoSphere Streams from
those systems by providing a declarative language while,
at the same time, supporting fully general user-deﬁned
operators.
Contributions and paper organization
Compared with the related work we outlined, SPL makes
three primary contributions. The following three sections
of this paper explain each of these contributions. First, SPL
distinguishes itself by its approach for interfacing with
non-streaming languages. Speciﬁcally, SPL takes a
code-generation approach, where fast streaming operators are
implemented by emitting optimized code in a non-streaming
language. Second, SPL distinguishes itself by how it
provides modularity for large streaming applications.
Speciﬁcally, the higher-order composite operators of SPL
encapsulate parametric stream sub-graphs. Third, SPL
distinguishes itself by its strong type system and operator
models. Together, they enable users to write modularized,
large, and efﬁcient streaming applications, which are
essential for developing big-data analytics.

Interfacing with C++ and Java code
Some SPL applications need only operators from the
standard library of SPL, but other applications need their own
new operators. For instance, the example in Figure 1 uses
only standard library operators (TCPSource, Aggregate,
Functor, Join, and TCPSink). However, imagine that the
input arrives in XML (Extensible Markup Language) format.
Because there are already powerful XML libraries for
non-streaming languages such as C++ or Java, an XML
operator for SPL is best implemented in C++ or Java as
well, so it can reuse those libraries [30]. For this particular
functionality, one could argue that such an operator could
be added as a built-in feature. However, in general, there are
so many possible features that it is better to have a general
extensibility framework available to the SPL user.
There are four design goals for creating an interface
between SPL and native C++ or Java code. The ﬁrst goal is
generality: users should be able to write new operators that
are just as powerful as those in the standard library. The
second goal is consistency: all operators should Blook and
feel[ the same in an SPL application. For example, the SPL
code in Figure 1 uses several different operators, but the
high-level syntax is the same in all cases. In SPL, this syntax
does not change whether the operator is part of the library or
written by users. The third goal is legacy code reuse: SPL
operators can internally call code written in other languages.
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Figure 2
Compiling and running a Streams Processing Language (SPL) application.

The fourth goal is ﬂexibility and performance. In general,
operators can be conﬁgured in several different ways. For
instance, Figure 1 uses the Aggregate operator with a
delta-based window to compute sums, but other applications
can use the same operator with other window conﬁgurations
(e.g., count-based) or compute different kinds of
aggregations (e.g., average or maximum). SPL supports these
ﬂexible conﬁgurations with high performance by allowing
the operator deﬁnition to generate different code depending
on how the operator invocation is conﬁgured. Using code
generation means that the decisions that can be made at
compile time do not incur run-time overhead.
In SPL, an operator written in C++ or Java is called a
primitive operator, in contrast to the composite operators that
encapsulate sub-graphs and are the subject of the next
section. Figure 2 illustrates the code-generation approach
of SPL for primitive operators. Each primitive operator
deﬁnition consists of two artifacts: an operator model and
an operator code generator. The operator model (top of
Figure 2) is an XML document that describes the operator
to the SPL compiler [31]. For example, the operator model
for the Aggregate operator indicates that this operator is
windowed, and has an optional partitionBy parameter, and
can output a variety of aggregations via one of several
operator-internal intrinsic functions such as Sum, Max, and
Average. Later sections of this paper will also explore how
to use the operator model for optimization. The operator
code generator (top right of Figure 2) is responsible for
generating the C++ code for a particular invocation of
the operator in the SPL code. For example, the code
generator for the Aggregate operator emits the necessary
data structures for incrementally maintaining the required
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aggregation state as each data item enters or leaves the
window.
All primitive operators in SPL, including both library
operators and user-deﬁned operators, employ the same
code-generation framework. When the SPL compiler
processes the application source code written in SPL (left
of Figure 2), it encounters several operator invocations. For
each operator invocation, it checks the operator model (top
of Figure 2), and emits an operator instance model (middle of
Figure 2) that contains all the customization information
necessary for the code generator. Then, the SPL compiler
runs the code generators for each of the operator instance
models, yielding a set of operator instances (bottom right of
Figure 2). Aside from using the operator code generators
to generate all of the operator instances, the SPL compiler
also emits an application model (bottom left of Figure 2).
At runtime, the streaming platform (InfoSphere Streams)
consults the application model to launch all the operators for
the stream graph. Each runtime operator instance is a stream
transformer, consuming input data items and producing
output data items, with the streaming platform responsible
for transport, resilience, and overall management of the
runtime environment.
While the ability to write code generators for new
operators is powerful, it also assumes a high level of
sophistication on the part of the programmer. It means that
the operator developer is de-facto writing a small compiler.
To facilitate this, SPL provides a templating mechanism.
SPL code-generation templates consist of C++ code
to-be-generated interspersed with Perl code for customization
in much the same way that a PHP (a recursive acronym that
stands for PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor) program consists
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Figure 3
Invocation of the Custom operator with a logic clause.

of HTML (HyperText Markup Language) to be generated
interspersed with PHP code for customization. The Perl code
is executed at compile time to perform advanced error checks
and to generate more or customized C++ code. In cases
where no customization is required, this reduces to just
writing the C++ code to be generated without any
interspersed Perl code. In other words, operator developers
do not need to know or care about the code-generation
framework except in advanced cases. The C++ runtime
application programming interfaces (APIs) provide
introspection facilities that are often sufﬁcient; for instance,
parameters from the SPL source code are available not only
at compile time, but also at runtime. As mentioned, a
primitive operator deﬁnition consists of two parts: the
operator model and the code generator. SPL is distributed
with an Eclipse-based environment that makes the operator
model easy to write as well.
Finally, in some cases, instead of deﬁning an entirely new
operator from scratch, users only want to add some logic
to an existing operator, for example, to handle the arrival of a
new data item at an input port. For this purpose, SPL syntax
supports a logic clause alongside the window, param,
and output clauses we already saw in Figure 1. The logic
clause contains handlers written in SPL itself, without the
need to write code in a separate, more low-level language.
The Custom operator in the standard library has no built-in
behavior of its own and instead allows all functionality to
reside in the logic clause. Figure 3 shows an example of using
logic in a Custom operator to deduplicate a stream. The logic
state sub-clause (Line 3) declares variable _ﬁrst (Line 4)
to keep track of whether the current tuple is the ﬁrst in the
stream, and _prev (Line 5) to remember the previous tuple.
The logic onTuple sub-clause (Line 7) executes each time a
tuple arrives on the speciﬁed input port. If the current tuple
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(Inputs) is ﬁrst or differs from the previous tuple, it is unique
and gets submitted to the output stream (Uniques, Line 12).
The code-generation framework of SPL meets its
generality and consistency goals: it has been used for
dozens of operators, all of which have the same high-level
syntax. Some operators in the standard library are highly
customizable, such as Join, which selects different
algorithms depending on the type of relational join.
Operators reuse legacy code by accessing libraries and
platform services in C++ and Java. In extreme cases, the
implementation of an operator can include a full-ﬂedged
compiler, such as translating CEP patterns to efﬁcient ﬁnite
state machines [28].

Modularizing via composite operators
Large SPL applications can have stream graphs containing
hundreds of operator invocations. For such a large graph to
be comprehensible, it is best if it is hierarchically composed
from smaller sub-graphs. For this purpose, SPL provides
composite operators. A composite operator encapsulates
a stream sub-graph. When studying an SPL application,
one can ﬁrst look at the composite operator as a single vertex
in a collapsed stream graph, and then look at the details by
expanding it into the vertices of its own sub-graph. Aside from
modularity, composite operators also help with code reuse.
If the same sub-graph occurs multiple times (with small
variations), each occurrence can be represented by a different
invocation of the same composite operator (with parameters).
For example, one could have multiple ﬁnancial applications
that all have the same sub-graph for reading a stream of
trades and computing their volume-weighted average prices.
By placing this sub-graph in a composite, one can avoid
code duplication. This is a key SPL feature that enables
development of complex Big Data applications.
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Figure 4
Composite operator expansion for an application that computes the VWAP (volume-weighted average price) of a stream of stock trades.

There are three design goals for composite operators in
SPL. As mentioned, the ﬁrst goal is consistency: composite
operators should have the same look-and-feel as primitive
operators when they are invoked from an SPL application.
The second goal is ﬂexibility: a composite does not need to
expand to identical sub-graphs each time, but rather, can have
variations, which are controlled by parameters. The third
goal is hygiene: composite operator expansion does not
change the bindings of SPL names to entities. Hygiene is
important for making code easier to understand. Names in
a composite operator invocation are scoped such that no
expansion is needed to resolve them and such that there is
no accidental name capture after expansion. Capturing a
name means changing its binding, which is what hygiene
prevents [32].
Figure 4 shows an example of composite operator
expansion in SPL. The SPL code on the left deﬁnes the Vwap
composite operator (Lines 1–13), and then uses it in the
VwapApp composite operator (Lines 14–30). The stream
graphs in the middle show these two composites before
expansion, aligned with the corresponding source code.
VwapApp is the main composite operator of the application,
since it has no input or output streams, and it invokes
Vwap in Lines 22 to 24. This operator invocation looks just
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like any other operator invocation: if one examines only
Lines 22 to 24, one cannot tell whether Vwap is a primitive
operator or a composite operator. Using the same high-level
syntax helps consistency. After the SPL compiler expands
composite operators, it obtains the stream graph on the
far right of Figure 4. That graph is obtained by starting
with the main composite and replacing invocations of other
composites by their sub-graphs, while renaming streams
as necessary to prevent accidental name capture. In this
example, Vwap is replaced by Aggregate and Functor,
and stream Pre is renamed into Vwaps.Pre. Without that
renaming, using the composite twice would cause the name
to be ambiguous and unhygienic.
Composite operators are ﬂexible in terms of both types and
parameters. The Vwap composite operator from Figure 4 is
ﬂexible with respect to the type of its input stream, In. As
mentioned, the In stream must have at least the attributes ts,
sym, price, and vol, because those are mentioned by the
Aggregate operator in Lines 5 to 9. The presence of these
attributes is checked after expansion, when the compiler
type-checks the expanded code. If they are missing or are
used with the wrong type, the compiler reports an error,
along with the expansion context to make the error easier
to understand. Note, however, that the actual input stream
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can contain more attributes. Furthermore, the type of In is
used to deﬁne the type of Pre in Line 5:
streamhIniPre ¼ AggregateðInÞ
Usually, the streamhT i syntax expects a type name for T .
However, for convenience, SPL permits use of a stream name
where a type name is expected. In this case, the result is
the type of the tuples on the stream, making it easy to write
operator invocations whose input and output tuples have
the same attributes. Aside from reusing types unmodiﬁed,
SPL also supports deﬁning new tuple types by adding
additional attributes to an existing tuple type. For example,
type T1 ¼ tuplehT2 ; T3 i deﬁnes a new tuple type T1 ,
which contains the union of all attributes from types T2
and T3 . The details are in the SPL speciﬁcation [1].
Figure 4 also contains an example of a parameter being
passed to a composite operator. The Vwap composite
operator declares the $itv parameter in Line 3 and uses it to
deﬁne the window size in Line 6. The VwapApp composite
operator uses parameter Bitv[ when it invokes Vwap in
Line 23. The mandatory dollar sign at the start of the
parameter name in the composite operator deﬁnition serves
as a reminder to the programmer that this name gets replaced
at compile time. While this example only passes a constant
to a parameter, in general, operator parameters in SPL can
also be unevaluated expressions (e.g., ﬁltering conditions),
attributes, functions, types, or even other operators. A
composite operator that takes another operator as a parameter
is a higher-order composite. This feature is useful for making
graph shapes reusable without requiring each instance of
the sub-graph to contain the exact same operators. Prior
work on hierarchically composed stream graphs lacked
higher-orderness (e.g., see the prior work in [3], [27]).
Composites in SPL satisfy the design goals of consistent
syntax, ﬂexible and even higher-order invocations, and
hygienic scoping behavior. Since composite operators make
sub-graphs reusable, they can reduce the amount of code
compared to repeating similar sub-graphs over and over.
In one case study, a Telco benchmark required 7,029 lines
of SPL code to write [33]. After expanding all composite
operators, this yielded 316,725 lines of SPL code, an
expansion factor of 45. This application used nested chains
of up to six composite operator invocations and contained
33 higher-order composites.

Optimizing via types and operator models
An optimization is safe if it does not change the behavior
of the program. The program may run faster after the
optimization, but it must not exhibit any observable behavior
that could not be observed on the unoptimized version as
well. It is up to the compiler and runtime system to establish
that optimizations are safe. This can be challenging in the
presence of user-deﬁned code. Therefore, prior work on
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streaming systems either minimizes user-deﬁned code or
compromises on safety. Relational streaming systems such as
CQL [16] minimize user-deﬁned code by relying mostly on a
small set of built-in relational operators. The semantics of
these operators is well understood and can be safely exploited
for optimization. On the other hand, recent streaming
systems such as S4 [4] or Storm [29] maximize user-deﬁned
code by compromising on safety. They optimize based on
assumptions about user-deﬁned code that they cannot
establish automatically and may thus yield surprising
behavior. The SPL compiler performs several optimizations
in the presence of user-deﬁned code. To establish safety,
the SPL compiler relies on data types and operator models.
There are four design goals for types and operator models
in SPL. The ﬁrst goal is static error checking. Diagnosing
errors at runtime is difﬁcult in any parallel language,
streaming or not. Since streaming applications run forever
(at least in theory), and since SPL applications run in parallel
on multi-cores and distributed on clusters, diagnosing errors
at runtime can be a challenge. Hence, the SPL compiler
strives to diagnose errors as early as possible, so the
programmer can ﬁx them before runtime. The second goal
is to enable optimizations based on information gleaned
by the compiler as it processes the application code. The
type system and operator models help the SPL compiler use
memory more sparingly, keep the cost of serializing data
for network communication low, avoid copying data
unnecessarily, limit runtime type checks, and even take
advantage of more parallelism. The third goal is conciseness:
specifying types should not create more boiler-plate code
than necessary. (Here, the term boiler-plate code refers to
code that needs to be written to satisfy the compiler and
avoid compiler errors, without contributing much value of its
own.) The fourth goal is support for native code. Native code
is non-SPL code used from an SPL application, either via
primitive operators or via native functions, i.e., functions
written in C++ that can be called from SPL. The author of a
primitive operator or native function must provide sufﬁcient
information to the SPL compiler to enable it to be safely
optimized in the context of an SPL application.
SPL type system and optimization
SPL has a strong static type system. The type system is
strong, because it minimizes implicit conversions, where a
value of one type is treated as a value of another type without
an explicit cast. In addition, the type system is static, because
all types are known at compile time. SPL supports three
collection types: list, set, and map. All three collection types
are generic, meaning that, for instance, a list of integers is
a different type than a list of strings. SPL users can write
generic native functions that work on both, for instance, to
perform sorting. All composite types (collections or tuples) in
SPL support full nesting. However, SPL intentionally does
not provide any pointer types. Instead, all types have copy
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semantics. Copy semantics make sense for a distributed
streaming language, since data traveling on streams between
servers must be copied. Avoiding pointers minimizes
aliasing, where two names refer to the same entity.
Minimizing aliasing helps optimization, because the compiler
can establish more easily whether pieces of code interfere
with one another.
In languages such as C, C++, or Java, the programmer
can use a keyword to declare a variable constant. That means
that the default is mutable (non-constant) variables in these
languages, which are harder for the compiler to optimize.
SPL ﬂips this default around: variables in SPL are immutable
by default unless explicitly declared mutable. Since most
variables are, in fact, immutable, this leads to more concise
code that is easier to optimize. Of course, the SPL compiler
will generate an error message when the code attempts
to modify an immutable variable. Aside from variable
mutability, SPL also allows functions to be declared as
stateful or stateless. The result of a stateless function depends
only on its parameters, making it easier to optimize. SPL
functions are stateless by default unless explicitly declared
stateful. The compiler checks whether the declaration
is correct by analyzing whether the function calls other
stateful functions.
SPL supports a large number of primitive types. For
example, integers include four signed types int8, int16,
int32, int64 and four unsigned types uint8, uint16, uint32,
uint64 at different bit-widths. In addition, there are Booleans,
binary and decimal ﬂoating-point types at different
bit-widths, complex numbers, enumerations, timestamps,
8-bit and 16-bit strings, and blobs (binary large objects).
The large number of primitive types gives the programmer
more control over data representation. This is good for
performance, since the size of data items affects the costs
of serialization, cache footprint, and network transport.
SPL operator models and optimization
An operator model is an XML document written by the
operator developer and used by the SPL compiler [31].
Figure 2 illustrates how operator models are used during
compilation. The SPL compiler uses the operator model
for two purposes: ﬁrst, to check for errors in the operator
invocation, and second, to make optimization decisions. The
core portion of the operator model declares the signature
of the operator: the number of input and output ports, names
of parameters, restrictions on what kind of arguments the
parameters expect, and operator-speciﬁc intrinsic functions
such as the Sum function for the Aggregate operator. If the
operator invocation violates any of these restrictions, the SPL
compiler generates an error message.
The operator model includes information on port
mutability. Speciﬁcally, an operator can declare that it
does not modify data items arriving on an input port or that
it tolerates a downstream operator modifying data items
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departing from an output port. The SPL compiler uses this
information to minimize the number of copies necessary for
correct behavior. The operator model can declare certain
input ports as control ports. A control port is usually used
in a feedback loop and does not trigger further data items.
The SPL compiler uses knowledge about control ports to
decide when it is safe to fuse cyclic sub-graphs without
causing deadlocks. The fusion optimization reduces
communication costs by combining multiple operators
in the same operating-system process or even in the same
thread [34]. In the latter case, fusion is a tradeoff between
communication cost and pipeline parallelism, i.e., parallel
execution of a producer and a consumer operator on different
threads. The operator model can specify that an operator
provides a single-threaded context. In this case, the compiler
can optimize by inserting less synchronization.
Finally, in a research (i.e., non-product) branch of
InfoSphere Streams, we have prototyped the operator ﬁssion
optimization. Fission replicates an operator instance multiple
times to introduce additional parallelism [35]. To be safe,
the replicated operator must produce the same data items in
the same order as before ﬁssion. Our implementation uses
sequence numbers to keep track of the order. If the operator
is proliﬁc (can generate multiple output data items per input
data item), this leads to duplicate sequence numbers that
make ordering more difﬁcult. Hence, ﬁssion uses selectivity
information (information about whether the operator is
proliﬁc or selective) from the operator model to establish
safety. Furthermore, in a distributed system, sharing state
is detrimental to performance. Hence, ﬁssion also uses state
information from the operator model to establish safety.
An operator is easy to parallelize if it is either stateless or
if each replica can work on a disjoint portion of the state.
One challenge with optimizations based on the operator
model is that the compiler must Btrust[ that the information
in the operator model is correct. To this end, we keep the
operator model simple. Many programmers can just assemble
applications from existing operators, without ever needing
to write their own, making use of libraries written by IBM
and other vendors [36]. The need to write new operators
is further reduced by the logic clause and Custom operators
mentioned earlier. Only sophisticated programmers write
their own operators, with their own operator models. Another
challenge with advanced optimizations is that even if they
do not change the external behavior of the application,
they may change its internal structure, such as replicating
operators for ﬁssion. This becomes problematic if that
internal structure is visualized for debugging purposes [37].
However, this difﬁculty is hardly unique to SPL or even
to streaming languages. Much of the academic literature
on debugging non-streaming languages is concerned with
debugging optimized code. Our approach is to maintain
meta-information alongside the compiled application that a
debugger or visualization tool can use to keep track of the
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mapping between what the user wrote and what the compiler
produced.
Overall, the type system and operator models in SPL
help both with static error checking and with enabling
optimizations. Furthermore, using immutability and
statelessness as the default assumption in the type system
improves conciseness. Asking the operator developer to
specify an operator model allows the SPL compiler to make
safe assumptions about semantic properties of non-SPL
native code. SPL on InfoSphere Streams achieves both
high throughput (millions of data items per second) and
low latency (on the order of microseconds) [38] as a result
of a careful implementation of the underlying distributed
streaming platform, as well as optimizations in the
SPL compiler.

Conclusion
This paper provided an overview of IBM’s SPL language
and its key features that make it suitable for Big Data
analytics. It describes SPL both from the user’s perspective,
with detailed code examples, and from the implementer’s
perspective, with substantial contributions relative to prior
work in streaming languages and systems. This paper focuses
on three primary contributions: code generation for primitive
operators, modularity via higher-order composite operators,
and innovations that make it easier for the compiler to safely
optimize user-deﬁned code. By providing ﬂexible support
for primitive and composite operators, SPL allows users to
write a broad range of expressive analytics. By supporting
efﬁcient code with code generation and optimizations, SPL is
suitable for handling big data at massive scales. SPL is the
primary means for programming InfoSphere Streams [2]
applications. While InfoSphere Streams is a product with
a growing user community, SPL is also the subject of
ongoing research on languages and optimizations for big
data in motion.
*Trademark, service mark, or registered trademark of International
Business Machines Corporation in the United States, other countries,
or both.
**Trademark, service mark, or registered trademark of Cluster File
Systems, Inc., or Sun Microsystems in the United States, other
countries, or both.
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